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EDITORIAL AAA 

a 

Non-Engineer 

By Michelle Truscott For the most part, I do not think the same r. 2 i 
way an engineering student thinks. For Sa . 

am not an engineer. The thought of example, when a computer disk is no 64s 
being an engineer has never crossed longer usable, I throw it away instead of _ Sad |. 
my mind. As an undergraduate _ taking it apart to see how it works, as my ‘ ik 

headed towards a career in industrial/or- industrial engineering roommate did. I : _ | 3 

ganizational psychology, | am in a field don’t stop to think about how appliances | 
related to industrial engineering, but tech-_ or computers work until suddenly for s 
nically, | am not an engineer. whatever reason they don’t work. Even 3 

then, my first impulse is to get someone g 
The last four years, however, have brought _ else to fix the broken object, and not to try g 
me closer to the engineering discipline at _ to figure out why it’s broken. However, as 3 
UW-Madison than most liberal arts stu- I walked around the engineering campus . . 
dents get. One of my past roommates and __ that afternoon during EXPO ‘95, I started Michelle Truscott- Editor 

closest friends started the ball rolling when _ to ask the kind of questions students in- 
she suggested (okay, maybe demanded is _ terested in science and technology ask. Even though I still do not think like an 
a better word) that I bring engineering to “Why does the concrete canoe float and _ engineer most of the time, I’ve learned the 
my attention by attending EXPO ’95.[had how do you go about building an electri-_ value of being able to do so. It’s nice to be 
no idea what EXPO was, but I dutifully cal engine?” I was thinking like an engi- able to change gears by coming to the en- 
fulfilled my obligation as a freind by at- _ neer. gineering campus and looking at things 
tending this event she found so important witha different perspective. I still have no 
and exciting. One semester later, that same friend who desire to be an engineer, but I have devel- 

urged me to go to EXPO 95 convinced me oped a great respect for people who do. 
At this point, I have to confess thatIama__ to join the staff of the Wisconsin Engineer. 

math phobic. I have been terrified of math _ The first day of class, I walked to the engi- As seldomas I may admit it, lam grateful 
since seventh grade and I don’t really ever neering campus, pulled out my map from to my industrial engineering friend for 
foresee myself getting over this fear. For — freshman year to look for a building thatI dragging me to EXPO ‘95 with her. I think 
the most part, | had always thought of hadn’t even known existed — General she opened a door for me. A door which 
engineering as math mixed with chemis- Engineering — and sat down in a room _ led toa curiosity I hadn’t previously had, 
try and physics (which I considered nearly full of engineering students. Whenitcame _ the same curiosity which makes engineers 
as bad as math). Add to this the fact that time to decide what we wanted to do, I build and design and create things to 

was almost completely computer illiterate, knew I wanted to write, but I couldn’t — make life better. 
and the result was that when I thought come up with a scientific topic for the life 
about engineering at all (which was only _ of me. That first semester with the Wiscon- | EXPO ’97 is fast approaching, and I’m sure 
when I walked across the engineering — sin Engineer was quite an adventure. I was _ that it will spark ideas, excitement and in- 
campus to get to football games), [thought constantly turning to my friend and ask- _ spiration as it has in the past, not only for 
about it as some remote dimension of the ing questions like, “What is Polygon? engineering students, but for anybody 
universe that would never involve me. What is an ECE? Who is Dean Bollinger?” who can be persuaded to attend. So, no 

matter how much your non-engineering 

As | made my way through the exhibits at Working on the magazine has proven to _ friends think they hate math, science and 
EXPO ‘95, I found myself rethinking engi- be a wonderful experience. I’ve become __ technology, convince them to come with 
neering. | mean, how can you not be im- _ friends with a lot of people I probably you. They might be surprised by what 
pressed by a canoe made out of concrete never would have met otherwise (because _ they find. I was. 
that actually floats or a group of students __ they are engineers). I’ve learned a lot about 
who can build a car —a real car that actu- not only writing, but about how to work | Author Bio: Michelle Truscott is gradu- 
ally moves? Maybe to the average engi- with other people ona large project. Plus, ating this May. She will miss UW-Madi- 
neering student these are not amazing I’ve learned a lot about science, technol- son, the engineering campus and the Wis- 
feats, but as a sophomore majoring in En- _ ogy and engineering. consin Engineer. 
glish and psychology, I was awestruck. 

———— 
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DEAN'S CORNER 

Turning On With an 
a 

Off-timetable Culture 

By John G. Bollinger is not sufficient to just join organi- 4 ii 

TTT zations to embrace the off-timetable i ; en 

hen you came to the UW-Madi- culture. You must participate and a ; i 

son campus, youembarked on get involved with committees, be- : it rita j i aaah 

an adventure to find and culti- come an officer or manage an event. 7 if li iin, i 

vate the foundation of a career in engineer- i ; | Bs ae 

ing. I am always amazed when I visit |The world honors innovation and 7 ; 

alumni and learn about their careers. If you creativity, so participation in the r - Per. ar 

follow their footsteps, many of you will  Schoof’s or Aschenbrenner compe- er \ 4 one ee ail pain 

become bankers, lawyers, doctors and real _ titions or on a car, bridge or canoe i , | <. tel | 

estate developers. Even when our gradu- team can give you valuable experi- | 

ates are no longer practicing engineering, ence and an entry pass to the off- [7 | 

they say they would not have traded their _ timetable culture. Here, the hands- | , | 

engineering education for anything. The _ on experience of carrying an idea to i” 

thought processes, involvement and dis- physical reality brings the practice 
cipline they learned in engineering are _ of engineering a little closer. Solving | 

what made it possible for them tohave the _ textbook problems helps to solidify : A 

edge in reaching the positions they are in _ principles and gives practice in ap- 8 

today. plying theory, but it does not exer- 2 

cise your abililty to synthesize solu- oy 2 

Alumni who appear to be the most suc- _ tions to real situations. Creating 7 3 

cessful share some common values and — something in the laboratory or shop J 2 

experiences in addition to their engineer- _ brings engineering to life. g 3 

ing education. They are involved in many 3 

activities and are excited about everything Try it, you will like it, this is where 
they do. They are liked and admired by team work is practised, leadership Dean John G. Bollinger stands outside of 
other people. Many talk about being busy _ skills are honed and real futures are the center of the Engineering campus, 
even through retirement. They like work- _ born. Engineering Hall. 
ing on projects with others. They are in- 
novative and often adventuresome. These 

popearclvinnwhildaingeg) ——————{—[—_—[——=—=—=———_—_—_~ 
table culture. This is a culture character- 
ized by doing much more than is required, ELFERS LAW OFFICE Phone: (608) 250-3495 
seeking opportunity at every corner, be- 
coming involved with groups of people ; . 

who lore common eae or interests and Immi ration. ic Ses ‘ ¥ es? 

going an extra mile when it is needed. It is : . : . PA UG ab ; 

a culeare of continuously broadening one’s -H- 1B and P ermanent Resident Visas, including ; | ABS. | 

SAUGARSH: National Interest Waivers, Extraordinary Ability, %* hapa 9g 
and Labor Certification Wee AER 

The off-timetable culture adds valuable -Former International Faculty & Student Advisor“... #3 r : Pee 

experience to your life but does not give for the University of Wisconsin-Madison co, Oe ie 

you academic credit. In our College of En- F ry, vr ‘ 

gineering it is all around you, in many Attorney Michelle R. Elfers 

forms, creating some incredible opportu- . 

nities. Professional societies and honorary E-Mail: aC - oo Ave. 

organizations exist for every engineering .O. Box 

discipline and for several special interest elfers@execpe.com Madison, WI 53701-0830 

groups. Other opportunities include Poly- 
gon, the Wisconsin Engineer and EXPO. It LR TERT] 

el 
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Student Exhibits at EXPO ‘97 
: k ne — ts Variable Length Intake Mani- SSO General Purpose Com- 

_ a  6dltti—“‘is~CS 27 fold puter 
| ‘i eeu MIL | Soran Dondlinger David Parker 

ie 
ae ct Small Group Stepping Out of Line 
i} Fl ; AM Exhibits Jeff Miller 
a y Ss 

a ae | ‘| | A . Lo Tandem Whitewater Kayaks | | iP) ; Applied Superconductivity Guy Babbitt 
Q | lm Sidi csaueee — vies Chris Hopp 
i s - a 

ain, Bicycle Framebuilding nen crtch 
P CyclePaths 

ig =F bs | 2 Computer-Aided Milling Ma- Student Organization 
aes Baeee a ® chine Exhibits 

es £ Brian Bartaszewicz 
/ - - gs 

, rs s AIAA Balloon 
“ & Create Your Own Homepage = American Institute of Aeronau- 

5 Shawn Rediske tics and Astronautics 
& 7 

AIChE members Al Deutschendorf, Eric Iverson, Shari ECHO el nc “ AP 600 Reactor Model 
Franjevic and Scott Myers work on getting their Shze Lee EXP*, 97 American Nuclear Society 
Marshmallow Madness machine up and running. Make me oO 
sure to check this EXPO exhibit out! EnginEarrings ae ASME Projects 

tudent and student organization exhibits make up an im- Jim Purins American Society of Mechani- 
S portant part of EXPO. Students get the chance to show oth cal Engineers 

ers the projects they have been working on and share in- History of EXPO 
formation and ideas. Not to mention the fact that students are Patrick Escarcega Badger Radio 
competing for seven thousand dollars in prize money! Badger Amateur Radio Society 

Human-Powered Pick-up 
se Truck Benefits of Food Irradiation 

Graduate Student Student Individual Under- Under- CyclePaths American Nuclear Society 
Exhibits graduate Exhibits 

Internet Video and Band- Bucky Badger Bookends 
Biofilms for Groundwater Back Pain Prevention - The width Technology American Foundrymen’s Society 
Remediation Ultrasonic Way David Overbo 
Lee Clapp Andreas Ostenso Bucky Badger Bookends 

Live Images From an Electron Foundry Tour 
Campus Mapping Project Computer Controlled Elec- Microscope American Foundrymen’s Society 
Joanna Marsolek tron Microscope CyclePaths 

Richard Boyd Civil and Environmental En- 
Computer Mediated Art Materials Surface Engineer- gineering 
Doreen Maloney Corrosion Fatigue Modeling ing Chi Epsilon 

Kristina Hermanson Chris Hopp 
Land Records Modernization Concrete Canoe 
Dan Rodman Modern Batteries Mechanical Design Research American Society of Civil En- 

Chris Hopp Projects gineers 
PowerSim Richard Hage 
Guy Babbitt Prometheus Spa Designs for the New 

Andrew Cavendar Rube Goldberg Machine Millenium 
Semi-Automated Asphalt Team Human Factors & Engineering 
Paving System Rube Goldberg Machine Joe Bunton 
Bob Schmitt Jessie Corbett Engineering and Toys 

SailSim Society of Women Engineers 
Vibrations Demonstration Tire Leads Kris Dressler 
Scott McKenzie Peter Parker Environmental Solutions 

Sound-Source Position Loca- From Industry 
Wisconsin Heights GIS Urilet tor Engineers for the Environment 
Chris Benson Ted Van Deburg Jeffry Lucman and Technology 
—_ 
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oO ssssas39SsSsSsSsSsS3.0000 EXPO, 

Formula Car Tearin’ Up the Competition acl — ; 
Society of Automotive Engi- American Society of Civil En- 4 : if 

neers gineers ” 

FutureCar Technology for Tomorrow z ' : 
Team Paradigm American Society of Agricul- —_— wa : 

tural Engineers _— es ee 
Geothermal Hot Chocolate | es cit “5 _ 

Geological Engineering Society Tinker Toy Team Exercise se Bae, ee “i 
Student Quality Society @ Ss.  _,« “ 8 

GPS * oi - A ed S$ 

American Society of Agricul- UW-Baja <2 an 8 
tural Engineers Society of Automotive Engi- on b = 8 

neers | oe ee ee a is 
HEV Car fa Ue eee 3 
Team Paradigm UW-Madison Nuclear Reactor embers of the Concrete Canoe Club check to see how 

. aout . smooth the underside of the lightweight concrete canoe 
Light Stream American Nuclear Society feels. 
Triangle Fraternity . sae 

Wisconsin Black Engineering Special Exhibits lofacrifira nites 
ManuFACTs Student Society a ee . 

Society of Manufacturing En- | WBESS Engineering Employment Op- Electrical & Computer Engi- 
gineers portunities neering Department 

Wisconsin Engineer Engineering Career Services . . 
Marshmallow Madness Wisconsin Engineer Magazine Materials Science on the 
American Institute of Chemical EXPO ‘97 Student’s Day Ex- Nanoscale 
Engineers hibits MRSEC 

Laboratory Exhibits 1997 EXPO Committee Prof Shakhashiri’ 
Moving Traffic More Effi- che wei Shi eneea\es'S 

ciently Mechanical Dissection Dis- K-12 Outreach Program Se ceateheni 
UWITS play Technical Communications Department of Chemistry 

7 Mechanical Engineering De- Certificate Program Robot Triathlon 
Powering Your Dreams partment . 1997 EXPO C ‘ioe 
Tau Beta Pi Land Speed Racing jOmamuttes: 

. Hydrostatic Engine Dyna- Mechanical Engineering De- stc 

vee ea aaa mometer Partment Society of Technical Communi- Pi Tau Sigma Guy Babbitt cators 
LEGOS™ Campus . 

Radiation PublicInformation wisconsin Center for Space 1997 EXPO Committee Teciinieal Communications 

Exhibit ; Automation and Robotics Certificate Displa 
American Nuclear Society WCSAR LEGOS™ Playland pray. 

1997 EXPO Committee TCCProgram 

Technical Communications 
Internship Display 
TCC Program 

‘ The Light Fantastic 
: _ First Light Productions / PDS 

icine 
a y UW-Stout’s Manufacturing 

| CJ Nd Engineering 
Per | UW-Stout Engineering ee ti i 
r f iN 
oe : “ 

 e. sJo= ~ > y 2 
er . i pA 2 — “aon 5 Sum, 

CO eEESSS,”—l—“‘é‘ Zr COC?*;{/XN , 2 
a | ’ —m ArT 8 ee 
oO Y ii ge 7 _- 7° tars” 

| ~~ UF hmhmhmhmhUvLi 
Se ./* . 7” oo: 

The American Foundrymen’s Society will be displaying their badger bookends 
and giving tours of the foundry on campus. 
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EXPO. FF TF TTT 

Executive Committee for 
é a ; = coe 

Le oe 
a , ee 

icati ; | fe y Ge t takes the talents, dedication and hard 4 , ‘ed be ae ee | 

work of many individuals to plana | Dy Nad iil hog Y a ‘ » | 
huge event like Engineering EXPO. [7 D + | 2 Po pA 

EXPO’s executive committee has been > v 3 2 ww >. tf > 
working for two years to make EXPO ‘97 yoo ONG Mi, ay | J iy) ) | | | 
a success. The committee is made up of Gy A i \ “ f vy | hal A 

thirteen people who are responsible for | yd = g : | y » q , 
various aspects of EXPO. i | é 4 1 Vy : 

Jonas Zahn Co-chairperson oN a 1 Ud, | 

Chuck Hwang Co-chairperson A | 
Aaron Berken Computer Support y a a | 5 

Andrew Bouthilet Publicity } he . ] 2. - 

Douglas Herman Robot Triathlon io | | af a 

Rachel Karisny Logistics ee { g 
Andrew Kroll Student Exhibits ae - 8 

acott McKenzie Kelations Industrial Back Row: A. Berken, S. McKenzie, D. Herman, M. Corradini, A. Kroll, S. 
Jim Myers School Outreach Rediske, J. Zahn 

evn see School Outreach Front Row: A. Bouthilet, V. Soni, C. Hwang, R. Karisny, B. Tschider, D. Waters, 
Vipul Soni Administrative J. Myers 
Becky Tschider Volunteer Coordination 
Dave Waters Advanced Promotions 

° 

Industrial SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
Exhibits 

Friday, April 18th - Students’ Day 
at Open 9am Close 6pm 

Shakhashiri’s Chemisrty Show at 10, 11:30am and 1pm in 1800 Engineering Hall 
ENGIN! Lego Playland in MechanicalEngineering Building Lobby 
E 7 Robot Triathlon in the Fieldhouse 

At EXPO ‘97, students and the public . 
will be able to talk with representatives Saturday, April 19th 
from several different companies about Open 9am Close 7pm 

canvas weheuneceasememene The Light Fantastic at 3, 4, and 5pm in 1800 Engineering Hall 
fatuve: Thetollownweompaniesseill Bi Lego Playland in Mechanical Engineering Building Lobby 

ay aa = BIC Penge inne Robot Triathlon in the Fieldhouse 
exhibiting at EXPO: 

Air Force ROTC 
Case ‘i 

Caterpillar Sunday, April 20th 

Bord . Open 9am Close 7pm 
ome ie The Light Fantastic at 2, 3, and 4pm in 1800 Engineering Hall 
Guidant Corp Lego Playland in Mechanical Engineering Building Lobby 

: Robot Triathlon in the Fieldhouse 
Marquip 

Mercury Marine 
Oshkosh Truck 

Rockwell Defense Systems 
Silicon Graphics Food tents will be open during the EXPO hours 

Wisconsin Public Service and are located in Engineering Mall and next to the McLain center. 
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Bringing Engineeri a ringing Engineering out [aaa 
a os | 

f the T oe O e 1o0y est Roose Raye ok ae 
- Ls 

we a 

By Dean Nardelli Also planned for the exhibit isa push-but- 16’ long by 9' wide, and it is composed of 
TTT AAT _ ton, control panel which will give the approximately 55,000 LEGOS pieces. The 
he culmination of an arduous engi- viewer an oral overview of the various model includes the entire Engineering 

| neering undertaking has coincided buildings. The most important element of | Campus, which encompasses the area east 
with UW-Madison’s Engineering engineering, teamwork, is manifested in of Breese Terrace to Randall Street and 

EXPO ’97. Bricks, steel beams and mortar _ the finished product. south of Johnson Street to the south end 
were discarded in an effort to construct a of the practice fields, parking lot, and En- 
more interesting and aesthetically pleas- This task is a complicated one, one that — gineering Hall. 
ing structure. What, then, was used for cannot be accomplished in time without 

such an endeavor? Why, LEGOS, of many volunteers and a high degree of co- This project is sure to attract those who 
course. ordination. The project’s co-leaders are enjoyed playing (or still enjoy playing) 

Jessica Devenish, a sophomore pre-engi- _ with LEGOS, if not for the numerous en- 

Yes, those fascinating little pieces of inter- neering student, and Thomas Stendel, a __ gineering properties it possesses, then for 
locking plastic, which have provided mil- junior in mechanical engineering. To- pure admiration of the creativity and dedi- 
lions of children with years of wholesome __ gether they oversaw the gathering of in- cation of these students. Thomas Stendel 
entertainment, are the basis for one of the formation in the fall semester of 1996 and sums it up: “Since everyone as a child 
1997 Expo’s most amazing exhibits. For- the actual construction of the modelin the loved LEGOS and carried that love into 
get the traditional airport, castle, and winter and spring of 1997. They divided early adulthood, it would be interesting to 
moon rover constructed of LEGOS: a the work among the nearly 50 diligent observe the applications of engineering 
group of crafty UW-Madison students volunteers, the vast majority of which are _ principles learned in college, such as mod- 
have constructed the LEGOS Engineering freshmen and sophomore engineering stu- _ eling techniques, static and dynamic com- 
Campus. dents. A total of six groups were assigned _ ponents, and teamwork, in using LEGOS 

to a particular area. These areas include: as the backbone for a learning resource. 
The Engineering Campus model is the Engineering Hall, the Engineering Re- _ It’s everyone’s dream to grow up and play 
brainchild of engineering student Jonas search Tower, the Mechanical Engineering — with LEGOS, and through this project, one 
Zahn. Zahn is one of a group of several _ building, the Computer-Aided Engineer- can, in a way, turn back the clock.” 
students who exchanged ideas for an Expo _ ing lab and Materials Science & Engineer- 
exhibit approximately one year ago. In ing building, the Engineering Mall and Be sure to visit the LEGOS model of the 
that time Zahn’s vision became a reality, landscape, and the soon-to-be-built Engi- | Engineering Campus at UW-Madison’s 
captivating dozens of students willing to neering Center building. Among the lead- _ Engineering Expo ‘97 on April 18, 19, and 
demonstrate numerous engineering appli- ership positions in each group are acoor- 20. 
cations using something both intriguing — dinator and a qual- 
and familiar to many people. ity-control man- Eg 

ager; this ensures : "td 
The concept appears to be extremely basic interaction be- : 
on the surface, for who hasn’tatleastbuilt tween different 1S, dines ~ 
a simple house of LEGOS? Be assured, groups and main- : Se yee es 

3 ey ° : * " ee Phe 
however, that this exhibit is anything but tains consistencies . ee ce a b 4) 
simple. In fact, it is nearly impossible to within the model. iiiaaaialcaaulia Pe) 7) 4 
find a portion of the model which does not . P a mA, iy 

display some application of engineering. With such a large “ KC eS iw Pd, 
For example, the buildings could nothave number of engi- me a oe ts PY | 

been constructed so precisely without neering students eo eh ey) | 

some prior knowledge of statics. Essen- working on the ex- at ll : \\ Ris g 
tial to the project are modeling, scaling, _ hibit, it follows that am XN RY ‘1 J 3 

unit conversions, and the reading of blue- _ this model would . a i ay . ae] = 
ints sfai a) SNS aE prints. Dynamic features slated to appear be fairly large. Itis RY aa : * ME = 

include a working model of the not merely large; it xe Bye , i et A ss 8 

Descendant’s Fountain and a model train is immense. The [2s ee tee 8 
running along the edge of the campus. model measures EXPO volunteer builds the base of the LEGOS ™ model. 

Ee 
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Using Toys to Teach Science 
at EXPO ‘97 

By Michelle Truscott For the past year, — : 
eee the EXPO So 

magine spending an afternoon walk- chairperson for u - 
[ around the UW-Madison’s engi- SWE, Terry has ; . _ 

neering campus and having it change _ helped to design 7 . a. : 

your life. Actually, it’s probably not that a hands-on ex- | : ~ “ ee | 
uncommon of an occurrence, especially if hibit that she | —_ ‘ f r oe 7. . 
the afternoon you choose to walk around hopes will get | ae \ Ng i . ay ee 
on is during Engineering EXPO. It’s hap- kids _ thinking —— ie] a ye : 
pened to at least one person, Jeanine Terry. about science Be V) a oe 
Terry recalls, “EXPO was pretty inspira- and engineering, a Ne Pe = ,* 
tional to me, so I'd like it to be inspirational and will perhaps ~~ SS bs 8 
for others.” Terry hopes that the Society — inspire a younger = . i a 
of Women Engineers (GWE) can make _ generation of en- Ss ae 2 
EXPO ‘97 as inspirational for others as _ gineers. ' A ——— : yo 
EXPO ’95 was for her. eC 3 

SWE’s exhibit is Pea = | 3 
Jeanine Terry walked through the Materi- titled, “Engineer-  gyE members Michelle Schuppener, Barb Kaiser, Maura 
als Science building during EXPO “95. In- ing and Toys,” Jenkins and Jeanine Terry work on the displays that can 
trigued by what she saw, she decided to and it will consist been seen at this year’s EXPO. 
change her major from chemical engineer- of four stations 
ing to materials science and engineering. _ which aim to give participants hands-on _ opportunity to learn some basic physics 

experience in basic de- principles by playing a game called, 
i sign, chemistry and “Shoot the Moon.” A metal ball is placed 

physics. on two parallel rods. One end of each rod 
is fixed, and the other end can be moved. 

a . The first station isade- The object of the game is to see how far 
a ' } a sign contest. Partici- one can get the ball to roll without letting 

4 2 : bd oo pants will design a toy _ it fall through the rods and hit the table 
a a aay boat using common below. 
; ll. ie x dl ‘4 household items such as 

aE. | pn Be he tin foil and straws. All The fourth station teaches lessons in ma- 
Vee . the boats will be com- _ terial structures. Participants will be given 

mee eT peting to see which can two balls made of different materials. 
fof Pel a — hold the most marbles. These balls are called “Happy-Sad Balls,” 
eas” OR — \ Prizes and gift certifi- in an attempt to relate science to an anal- 

Pe... im) | cates willbe awarded to _ ogy that children can understand. Because 
— By a 4 2 the winners. of the materials which make up the balls, 

A a one of them (the “Happy” ball) bounces, 
\ate eg Ie aon The second station in- while the other (the “Sad” ball) does not. 

Cn e Oe volves a chemisty ex- 
‘ a 7 ® 2 periment. Participants The exhibit will be open to children of all 

aN Ree : i 8 will use latex paint and ages as well as adults. Not only does SWE 
ae aaa : acetic acid to make rub- hope to introduce participants to the sci- 
mt ae = ber. Therubbercanthen ences, but also to show them how much 

ren Be a > ede | : S be rolled into rubber fun science and engineering can be. With 
Pb! os ee * F | y\ § bouncing balls. this exhibit, Jeanine Terry may very well <a te : 8 help make this year’s EXPO the inspira- 
Maura Jenkins and Jeanine Terry practice the “Shoot Atthe third station, par- tional force it was for her in the past. 
the Moon” game which will be featured at SWE’s ticipants will have the 
EXPO exhibit. 

_—— eee 
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McBurney Disability 

Resource Center: a 

. . apes " . 2 . . . 

Turning disabilities into variations, not limitations 

By Claire Coleman The goal of the McBurney Disability Re- McBurney, along with James Graaskamp 

TT rm _ source Center is to help students turn their and others, was a driving force behind 

magine not being able to walk, drive _ disabilities into “...variations, not limita- early efforts to improve accessibility at 

I: bike to class. Imagine taking diffi- tions.” Their mission statement says, “Our | UW-Madison. The McBurney Disability 

cult engineering classes while con- mission is to create an accessible univer- Resource Center is funded by gifts, grants 

tending with a serious disease like AIDS. _ sity community where students with dis- and general purpose revenue from the 

How would you get there? How would _ abilities can realize their full potential. We State of Wisconsin and the Department of 

you keep up physically and mentally? For work with students, faculty, and staff to Vocational Rehabilitation. Trey Duffy, the 

many disabled students at UW-Madison, promote students’ independence and to Director of the McBurney Disability Re- 

the McBurney Disability Resource Center _ ensure assessment of their abilities, not dis- 
is the answer to these questions, and many abilities.” To carry out this mission, the . 

more. McBurney Disability Resource Center pro- “We work with students, 

Disability is a word that has different ee oon ea ce Faculty; and Btathdloensure 

meanings for different people. Some stu- vices for student clients. These services are assessment of their abili- 

dents think about disabilities only when _ often so vital that without them, attend- ties, not disabilities” 

they notice a parking spot designated for ing college at UW-Madison would be 

the handicapped and wish they could park _ nearly impossible. a 
there. Other students at UW-Madison have source Center, said that before the center 

a better understanding of how a disability The McBurney Disability Resource Center _ existed, UW-Madison was, “...an each per- 

can affect one’s life. In their quest to ob- is a program of the Dean of Students. The _ son for themselves environment. Although 
tain a college education, students with dis- program was established in 1977 and dedi- the campus has a long history of disabil- 
abilities must contend with difficulties in cated to Floyd “Mike” McBurney, a wheel- _ ity acceptance, [disabled] people were on 
walking, communicating, seeing, hearing chair user who graduated Phi Beta Kappa __ their own, and there were a lot less of them 
or breathing. from UW-Madison Law School. Mike [on campus].” 

- : Now, at any given time, about 700 students 
i use the center. Throughout the entire year, 

oe _ — about 1,400 students use or contact the 
5 a | McBurney Disability Resource Center 

[_— | about its services. These numbers lead to 

_— f= | _ incredible variation in the disabilities and 
—..rrtr””—iO ic _| _ needs of the students. 

=” . a 

-— / i Cente | According, to Dufty, “There is often a mis- 
: _ Were r or. fC conception that disability means deaf, 

Se CO eacy fg = |_ blind, or ina wheelchair. Having a disabil- 

a. a «= mg -—S-—|_ ity means you have some kind of impair- 

77 _ i ~~ - a , - a] ment that causes you to do things differ- 
-_ — _ fea ently.” 

, oS, " 4} — - es dt | 2 People who have impairments invisible to 
| ~— |. oo ______}8 the observer make up 75 to 80 percent of 

Sig - ag \2 the McBurney Disability Resource 
. Coa _ eg Center’s client list. Examples of such dis- oo «eae a2 Pace rahe ae 

a ae _|& abilities include: depression, learning dis- 
_ aoe |§ abilities, diabetes, arthritis, HIV/AIDS and 

ao 3 respiratory diseases. Some disabilities, like 

Trey Duffy, Director of the McBurney Disability Resource Center, and Micheal a broken leg, are temporary, while others, 

Howe, an employee of the center, are always willing to lend a hand to those in See McBurney on page 11 

need. 
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What Puts the “Quick” in 
? Quicksand‘ 

By Susan Last ry as eT eee rT ae * Ds & = PEE F On 

hy does quicksand provoke abe, ooo os Sg 2 gee 
such curiosity in us? And why from nea |. C0 Py oo oe \ 
is it so frightening and myste- ERgee Loo TS | 6 6 © | eres, SEORS iota? Pa sis si - OE a es Orn CG NGL La one SOG o" rious? Perhaps it is the subconscious ef- i, SeeSSey OFS. 0) 0 ° ° ° OS OR a3 ) 

fect of the old Lawrence of Arabia movies, pORRES Gg BIS SOS 00 ° 6° | | aCe st tet 4,0 
in which people are sucked into quicksand PRG@OORea0 BES 3 ©? of® o O° aadods 09 Ae 24 
pools right in the middle of the desert. bes 0 & SSG 9 6 00 6 o | bse Poe aE r 
However, a more likely answer is that it is Boe 29 FCG Og. ac 2 610 6 % & it “69 G9 S o|_ 
a phenomenon that challenges our concept Og fyesg PEG 00 |o o d ° o| - ne © 6 BSS 6.6% 
of the soil under us. Quicksand, instead of [geo BS agOO SSSR) | o wBLOL,0 0S, $6620 0 SIGS 5 ; ‘ Baw oa eS ON Po 0° [00,0 SEDO Cob eOUs | 
being solid and dependable like the earth eat od Ops 250) io 0° Y oO o| PSc% food 2 600 64” 
“should be,” is a betrayal of our belief in Re ee a8 e SOURS ° Oo Apart ghey. ote er is ues Receoneacoses, 62 Ne SENT RE the firmness of the ground beneath our Baia TEOCWOR LS : a n AiO On SON PE Cn 0 
feet. How is quicksand like the rest of the Figure 1. No water flow-- Figure 2. With water Figure 3. If the water 
world’s soil, and why is it “quick?” regular sand. streaming through the stops moving, the 

sand, quicksand forms. quicksand settles and 
What are the characteristics of “normal” becomes regular sand 
sand that make it NOT like quicksand? again. 
Before explaining quicksand, the charac- 
teristics of sand that is not “quick” must granular pressure between sand grains is important to note that it is the flow of 
be described. For dry sand, or sand that is _ decreases, causing the frictional forces be- water through the sand which forms the 
not too wet, the frictional forces between _ tween them to also decrease. Acushion of _ quicksand. 
the particles are large enough to cause the _ water keeps each sand grain from bump- 
sand to be relatively solid. The force of the _ ing into itsneighbors. The result is thesand Two other interesting characteristics of 
sand grains pushing up on a mass equals has little strength available to bear the quicksand, deriving from the relatively 
the weight of the mass pushing down. You _ weight of anything resting on its surface. high amount of water in quicksand, are its 
can stand on the surface of the sand, but high specific gravity and its ability to form 
you don’t become engulfed in it because Although soil scientists at one time be- _ a partial vacuum. A body will tend to float 
the sand particles can support your _ lieved quicksand to be a separate classifi- in quicksand because it has a specific grav- 
weight. cation of soil, it is now thought to be ordi- __ ity of 1.156. (This is more dense than wa- 

nary sand, “...buoyed up by a hydrostatic ter which has a specific gravity of 1.00). 
A small amount of water will actually pressure from below,”' suchas water from — However, since most people and animals 
strengthen the sand’s structure because it underground springs. The sand grains can _ are apt to panic after falling into quick- 
produces a capillary force that pulls the _ be large or small, angular or smooth in _ sand, they thrash around and dig deeper 
grains together. Proof of this is the sand _ shape. Quicksand particles don’t necessar- _ into the sand. Taking advantage of the high 
balls one can make out of beach sand. _ ily have to be rounded like tiny ball bear- _ specific gravity by relaxing and floating on 
However, if too much water is mixed with ings as was previously thought. one’s back until help arrives would be a 
the sand, the grains are forced apart by the The primary characteristic of quicksand —_ more rational thing to do. 
water molecules. What structure there was __ that sets it apart from ordinary sand is that 
in the sand is completely destroyed and the water pressure beneath the sand is There is also the potential of creating a 
the sand balls turn to mush. equal to, or is slightly greater than the partial vacuum when pulling an object out 

weight of the sand particles. When the _ of quicksand. The vacuum is caused by the 
What makes quicksand “quick” ? water pressure is high enough, the sand _ inability of air to replace the object when 
Quicksand is sand that is so saturated with grains have little or no friction between __ it is removed. It is not the sinister quick- 
water that the mixture formsa suspension. them. The water flowing between the — sand “sucking” one in. 
When the sand and water suspension is grains forms a kind of lubricant. As a re- 
subjected to an upward flow, it goes into sult, they will no longer be able to beara _— Where is quicksand likely to be found? 
motion and becomes “quick”. The inter- load, and the load will sink. Therefore, it Quicksand is likely to be found in three 

eee 
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different environments. The soils which 
are most susceptible to form quicksand are 
along rivers, streams, and lake shorelines. = ag: 

However, quicksand can be formed in hilly M Cc B u r n ey D ] Sa b ] | ] ty 
areas with loose soil and shallow ground 
water or in areas with a high probability 
of earthquakes. There would be little Reso u rce Ce nte ir 
chance of finding quicksand in the desert 
as in the movie Lawrence of Arabia. The 4 
desert is just too dry. continued from page 9 

. . . . To meet these needs, the computers have 

There is nothing mysterious about quick- like blindness, are permanent. All stu- been modified so they can handle alter- 
sand. It is an interesting quirk of nature dents must document their disabilities native input or output. For input, track 
that actually fits into the soil classification before they are considered for any of the balls may be easier than using a mouse 

scheme. Quicksand is formed by under- center’s programs. or keyboard. Other people need the com- 
ground springs running through a bed of puter to recognize their voices. Alterna- 
ordinary sand. With the proper amount of With so many kinds of disabilities, one _ tive output can take the form of a screen- 
hydrostatic pressure, the sand grains be- student's services may be very different enlarger program to generate large print 

come a sand/water suspension. This is the from those of the next student. For ex- or a speech synthesizer to talk to those 
primary characteristic of quicksand that ample, one learning disabled student who cannot see the screen. In addition, 
sets it apart from ordinary sand. may need tape-recordings of exams to ergonomic chairs and adjustable-height 

. . compensate for slow reading speed, an- _ tables ensure that the special equipment 
If anybody knows of a location of quick- other may need extra time to compensate _ is in an accessible environment. 
sand in the state of Wisconsin, please e- for reduced visual perception, and a third 
mail me at smlast@students.wisc.edu. may need a quiet, distraction-free room Of UW-Madison, Duffy said, “My over- 

. to compensate for attention deficits. all opinion is that it is very open to is- 
Fun things you can do at home to sues of disability. If any place on the 
deonstrate the characteristics of quicksand: The McBurney Disability Resource _ planet is open to new ideas, it would be 

Quicksand in a cup: .. Center’s services address the four com- a university. I’d probably give the cam- 
1, Add water to sand until it tops the ponents that make an environment acces- pus an overall A-.” The McBurney Dis- 
sand’s surface sible. Physical accessibility might take the ability Resource Center’s support and 

2. Stir vigorously. . . form of making a classroom wheelchair- reinforcement of that atmosphere en- 
The mixture LOOKS solid, but sticking a friendly or providing accessible parking. _ sures that a disabled student's education 
finger in it reveals that it is not. Programming accessibility concentrates equals that of any other student. 
Note: The experiment would be more re- onsuch aspects as sign language, Braille, 
alistic if one could somehow hook up a note-taking services, large printor policy For more information, contact the 
flow of water into the bottom of the cup: modifications including priority registra- McBurney Disability Resource Cen- 
There is a more complicated experiment | tion and alternative testing. Attitudinal __ter,905 University Avenue, Madison, WI 
that does this. The instructions are in the accessibility is concerned with creating 53715, phone (608) 263-2741 /V and (608) 
article by Leslie Ware given in the Refer- open-mindedness and sensitivity to the 263-6393 /TTY. 

ences at the end of the article. issues. Electronic access deals with how 
. Lon various people use computers. These ser-  Non-Discrimination Policy: 

Author Bio: Susan Last isa fifth year stu- vices ensure that a student's disability In compliance with applicable federal 

dent majoring in Biological Systems Engi- does not interfere with his or her ability and state law and with University policy, 
neering. She is terrified of quicksand. to compete on the same level as other stu-. UW-Madison does not discriminate on 
Ripe dents. the basis of age, race, color, religion, sex, 

national origin or ancestry, sexual orien- 

Anciymeus. 1964, “I Quicksand Really Deadly?” Science Di- Electronic accessibility is important in _ tation, arrest or conviction record, mari- 
gest. August p20. eee today’s high-tech world. According to _ tal status, disability, political affiliation, 

Gonzalez, Ramon and Cecilia Wessner. 1996. “How Does Quick- Duffy, “The McBurney Center's role isto or veteran's status with regard to treat- 
sand Work?” Popular Science. May. p. 86. get the campus to install adaptive sys- ment of employees and students in the 

Ware, Leslie. 1990. “Quicksand! Makes a Good Story.” Audubon. tems in the libraries and computer labs.” educational programs or activities which 
May. p. 126-132. Initial efforts have been focused on mak- it operates. Inquiries concerning this 

Books: ing large, central locations accessible. policy may be directed to appropriate 

Koorevaar, P, G. Menelik, and C. Dirksen. 1983. Elements of Soil Computer labs at Memorial Library, campus admitting or employing units or 
Physics. Elsevier: Amsterdam. p. 140. Helen C. White Library, and the Division to the Office of Affirmative Action and 

‘Schwab, G. O., RK. Frevert, T.W. Edminster, and K.K Barnes. of Information Technology Center (DoIT) | Compliance, 175 Bascom Hall, 262-2378. 
1966 Soitand Water Conseronton Engineering. Second ed. Wiley: contain accessible equipment. According 

to Duffy, “The Memorial Library Infolab Author Bio: Claire Coleman is a recent 
aes eae 188 designated four computers that have addition to the Wisconsin Engineer's writ- 

http:/ /www.eb.com:180/ been adapted to meet the needs of just _ ing staff. 
oo | about anybody with a disability.” 

University of Connecticut. 1996, Mass Wasting Lecture. 

http://mmedia.uce.uconn.edu/VirtualClass/Geology /Geol- 
ogy102/lecl1.html 
um 
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Behind Sulfide Mining 

By Jennifer Schultz . ; T 7 7 

‘ f ‘ 4 Fi 

ater is one of the basic necessi- ™ @ Pipeline to Wisconsin River ] : @ { 
ties of life. Sulfide mining is the ) { ~Y 
center of a controversial debate \ lg i o|F j 

in Crandon, Wisconsin. How do these pte a \ ele / j 

things relate? Ask the people who tour the |..-e-~“"f7 = «\ ) b/s @ 
Flambeau Mining Company's open pit Sf err / ele [5] | 

copper mine near Ladysmith, Wisconsin. efi Ao ee 9/0 Loran n 
After the tour, they take a drink of treated | 4 —> ee a — @- 
water that before had been sloshing [>2< / our | / 

around the bottom of the mining pit. } \ A 
walgreens \ Mole|Lake Indian. 

. oo, (Lp ateaof detail ; Resefvation —__ 
The controversy over sulfide mining is a i SL 7 y ae | drandon Mine 

complicated issue. Advocates for sulfide j _ - ha aE 
mining look at the economic aspect. Soci- i = ~Aoneiwaco i 7 ae 
ety demands the copper, zinc and lead that mo Green Bay fi LANGLADE CO i] . 3 
the mine provides. Supporters of mining a - 1 D if ® & 
also state that mines help boost the be Madiegn Co g " ip ] ie 
economy and create jobs. Opposition to ia et / s ( @ 8 
sulfide mining centers around the environ- (D) ? ~“ 8 
mental degradation to the surrounding i \ 8 
area of the mine. As the Department of | Map of Wisconsin showing the location of the Crandon Mine and the proposed 
Natural Resources (DNR) noted, “There _ pipeline for the disposal of waste to the Wisconsin River. 
are no ideal metallic mineral mining sites 
which can be pointed to as the model ap- Since these minerals are rare ina geologi-_ The minerals that contain the precious 
proach in preventing acidic drainage in- cal sense, sites for mining must have rela~- metal ores are in the sulfide minerals 
dustry-wide.” Basically, this means that _ tively high concentrations of the mineral. group. Thus, the main byproduct of sepa- 
there have been no sulfide mines where rating these minerals is sulfur. Sulfur, 
all contaminates were contained. In 1975, Exxon found a site near Crandon, _ when exposed to water and air, will react 

WL, where the ore contains 8.4% zinc and _to form sulfuric acid. This toxic acid can 

What is sulfide mining? 0.7% lead. In the August 11, 1996, issue of _ leak into the groundwater which can con- 
Mining is the Wis-  taminate wells and lakes and streams. 
the process consin 
of extract- ~—OCCOCOCOCOCOCSCSCSC“‘(NSNSNNNN~C~HCECA EC @~—- Thee Process of Sulfide Mining 
ing materi- “Thus the decision to allow mining is Journal, The process of sulfide mining is broken 
als from the . . RonSeely down into five steps: exploration, devel- 
earth to ob- not a question of whether to permit wrote, opment, mining, smelting and refining 
tain valu- environmental damage. It is adetermi-  “...it_ is _ and reclamation. 
able metal wation of the nature and extent of the — “tandon’s . . . 
ores such as . a good for- Exploration consists mostly of testing the 
copper, damage and uncertainty that is accept- tune - or _ site to determine if the source of the min- 

zine, and able’ as a matter of public policy” misfor-  erals is high enough to make mining the 

lead, which tune, de- site worthwhile. Extensive core drilling 

are called pending and metallurgical bulk sampling are the 
target minerals in mining terms. Metal ores on your point of view - to be sitting almost _ main tests that a company will do during 
such as copper, zinc and lead are minute on top of one of the richest mineral depos- exploration. The company will also deter- 
quantities compared to the total composi- _ its to be discovered in the Upper Midwest mine whether the mine will be an under- 
tion of the earth. Copper makes up only — since W.W.IL.” ground mine or an open pit mine. This 
0.0058% of the earth’s crust by weight. 

a 
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decision is based on the depth and size of _ mining site after the mine has been closed. _ traditions. The Menominee tribe has stated 

the ore body. The goal is to restore the site to its original _ that the chemicals used in the exploration 

condition. Hazardous waste disposalisan stage, over the last year, have already 

Development consists of all the activities _ issue throughout the mine’s operation, but _ caused a decrease in rice production. 
which must take place before mining can _ it is especially important after operation 

occur. These in- has ceased Exxon has two plans for dealing with the 

cludeconstruce 9 since proper contamination the mine will produce. The 

ing surface tee > disposal is es- first plan is to build a 38 mile long under- 

structures, ac- salt is Crandon Ss good fortune “sential for ground pipeline from the mine to 

cess roads, or misfortune, depending on clean ground- Rhinelander, Wisconsin. The waste from 

power lines oo your point of view - to be sitting water. the mine will be treated and then trans- 

rail lines. If the orted along this pipe, eventually to be 

mine is to be an almost on top of one of the Why is there cee nice Weseonsit River. The sec- 
underground richest mineral deposits to be concern over ond plan is to construct 45 feet deep pits 

mine, ae discovered in the Upper Mid- sulfide min- fred with clay and synthetic liners where 

tion of access . ” ing? the contamination will be stored. The DNR 
and ventilation west since W.W. Il. Tailings, the and the Crandon Mining Company both 
shafts willoccur ——— es leftover ore af- admit that some material will leak, result- 

during devel- ter target min- _ ing in the addition of sulfuric acid to the 
opment. For an open pit mine, develop- _ erals have been removed, are in large groundwater. 
ment is the process of removing the rocks quantities compared to the amount of ore 
and soil covering the orebody. extracted. Each ton of copper ore only — Exxon cites the economic benefits as the 

yields 8 to 10 Ibs of copper leaving 1,990 main support for the mine. The Crandon 
Mining is the process of extracting the ore. _ Ibs tailings. Tailings contain heavy metals, Mining Company will create 1,000 con- 
This is done through a cycle of drilling and — chemicals and acid generating sulfide — struction jobs and 400 to 500 mining jobs 
blasting the ore. The material that results compounds. Tailings are often stored and _ for the area over the mine’s 25 years of 
from extraction is called solid waste. This contained in pits that are lined with gen- _ operation. 
solid waste is washed with water and the erally impermeable materials, such as clay 

sulfur dissolves out. Then the rock is _ or synthetic liners. Heavy rains can cause A sulfide mine currently in operation is the 

loaded onto trucks to be transported toa __ tailings management areas to overflow or Flambeau open pit copper mine near 
refinery to be processed. The material left even fail, washing toxic tailings into Ladysmith, Wisconsin. Bornite is the min- 
after the target minerals have been sepa- _ nearby waterways. eral being mined. The chemical formula 

rated is called tailings. The tailings are of bornite is CuFeS,. Copper is the ore be- 

taken back to the mining site where they The main result of sulfide mining is sulfu- ing used, while the iron and sulfur are left 
are used to fill the spaces in the mine to _ ric acid. Sulfur is known by its character- _ as waste. 
increase support of the shafts. istic “rotten egg” odor. Mining raises the 

sulfur to the surface and crushes it, thereby Opposition to the Flambeau mine before 
Mining affects the groundwater table level. exposing much more surface area to the _ it went into operation was centered around 
The mine acts like a giant well by pulling — effects of water and oxygen forming sul- _ the location. State regulation calls for a 
in water from the surrounding area. To furic acid. This acid can leak into the mine to be a least 300 feet away from a 
keep the mine in operation, the water has groundwater and can be highly toxic to water source. The Flambeau mine was 
to be continuously pumped out of the freshwater ecosystems. built only 140 feet, which is less than half 

mine. This process is called dewatering. the length of a football field, from the 

Dewatering creates a cone of depression Sulfide Mining in Wisconsin Flambeau River. Concern was expressed 

in the groundwater of the surrounding There are two specific sulfide mining sites _ over the level of copper contamination in 
area which may lower water levels in in Wisconsin, namely the Crandon mine the Flambeau River; however, the water 

nearby wells © in Crandon, Wisconsin, and the Flambeau treatment process the company adopted 

mine near Ladysmith, Wisconsin. has been quite successful. The state stan- 

Smelting and refining consists of three dard for copper levels in water is 42 parts 

steps: roasting, smelting and converting. The proposed Crandon mine has been a__ per billion. The treated water from the 

Roasting is used when the solid waste has _ project of Exxon and Rio Algom ‘s since _ mine has a copper level of only 5.82 parts 

high concentrations of sulfur. Iron in the 1975. Controversy surrounding the mine _ per billion. 

concentrate is oxidized and removed. has prevented actual mining up to this Sulfide mining is the extraction of metal 

Smelting bonds most of the remaining point. Even if all the permit processing _ ores that are associated with minerals con- 

impurities into a melt by combining the — goes smoothly, it will still be another two _ taining sulfur. Through the processes of 

ore with a silica substance and heating the __ years before operation will begin. mining, the sulfur is left as a waste prod- 

solid waste to a high temperature. Con- uct that can combine with the air and wa- 

verting drives off the sulfur from metallic The proposed Crandon mine site is located ter to form sulfuric acid, which is ex- 

sulfides, oxidizes any remaining iron and on Swamp Creek, adjacent to the Mole _ tremely toxic. This sulfuric acid leaks into 

removes it, leaving the target mineral. Lake Indian Reservation. The Menominee _ the groundwater supply, lakes and streams 

These 3 steps can result in a metal that is _ tribe who lives next to the mining site has _ in the surrounding area. Though mining 

up to 99% pure. raised the most opposition to the mine. 
Growing wild rice and fishing are major See Sulfide Mining in Wisconsin on 

Reclamation is the rehabilitation of the components of the Menominee cultureand page 14 
el 
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= is - may rest on computer measurements,” 
GS | f d Wisconsin State Journal. August 11, 1996. ulfide Mining man 

Seely, Ron, “Is open pit mining really as 
bad as its critics claim?” Wisconsin State 

7 W a = Journal. September 8, 1996. pg. 1C. 
i n ISCO Nn Sl n “Sulfide Mining: The Process & The 

Price,” Masinaigan Supplement. Spring 
i 1996. 

continued from page 13 Wisconsin Resources Protection Council. 
Questions and Answers About Exxon’s 

companies use treatment processes, they a question of whether to permit environ- Porposed Crandon Mine. LaCrosse, Wiscon- 
are not fool-proof and contamination does _ mental damage. It isa determination of the 5! 1996. we 
occur. However, the demands of society nature and extent of the damage and un- Mining impact Coalition of Dane County, 
require that mining must continue. This certainty that is ‘acceptable’ as a matter of Exxon & Rio Algom’s Crandon Mine: Eco- 
issue may seem straight forward in that — public policy.” nomic Boom or Bust for Forest County and 
there are two sides one can chose from. the Northwoods? Madison, Wisconsin, 
Engineers look at the technology and the Author Bio: Jennifer Schultz is a sopho- 1996, 
practical uses for these metal ores, but we more in geological engineering. 
also have to look at the environment. It’s She keeps busy as editor of the 
hard to make a decision, which is evident Wisconsin Engineer, but some- 

in that Exxon has not gained approval to how finds time to write articles 
mine at Crandon for 22 years. Doesn't it about topics that interest her. A world-leading 
seem logical that a compromise must be 
found. This compromise is stated in,”“The References manufacturer of home and 

Effects of Sulfide Mining on Ecosystems,” Seely, Ron. “Crandon weighs commercial laundry products 
with this quote: plan for mine,” Wisconsin State 

Journal. August 11, 1996. pg. 1A. 
“Thus, the decision to allow mining isnot Seely, Ron. “Crandon mine fate Raytheon Appliances Commercial 

Laundry, based in Ripon, Wisconsin, is 

f known for its innovative laundry 
UW engineers are ready to take on equipment designs that offer an 

the twent y-first century. uncompromising level of quality to 
s customers worldwide. 

And our Professional/Technical eday, Raytheon Applicnces 
manufactures and markets a variety of 

Reference Department laundry products including washers, 
is ready to help. dryers, drying tumblers, and washer- 

extractors for use in hospitals, 
www. protechnica.com restaurants, coin stores, apartments and 

residential homes. 

With facilities in Ripon and Omro, 
ee, Wisconsin; Searcy, Arkansas; 

Co eg, Madisonville, Kentucky; and Marianna, 

Iveevueediurice ie Florida, Raytheon Appliances 
—rrt—“‘“‘—sOCOCCO Commercial Laundry continues to 

TSS dedicate 100% of its resources to the 

manufacture of quality products for 

© Search our database of over 2,000 titles. home and commercial use while 
© Special Order system second to none. seunsiness effectscenraceting themceds 

of tomorrow, today. 
© Place your order through our secure server. 
0 We ship worldwide, anytime, anywhere. 

Raytheon Appliances 

the university Book Store Huebsch 
o Speed Gucen 

11 State St. / (608) 257-3784 / 1-800-993-BOOK a all 
TE HAR OMT Dea een Sales 

eee 
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= 
a Frank Lloyd Wright: 

A Madison Success Story 

By Rob Nelson and Sullivan. Through hard work, he was 

TT OR~rRS__iceventuaiy appointed Head of Residential 
rchitecture is the triumph of the Designs. However, after working at the P 
Human Imagination over materi- _ firm for about twelve years, it was discov- , 

als, methods, and men, to put — ered that he was designing houses of his 
man into possession of his own Earth. Itis | own, and he was fired. F 
at least the geometric pattern of things, of \ f 
life, of the human and social world. Itisat Turning his failure into success, Wright 5 

best that magic framework of reality that | opened his own firm in 1893. Forty-nine ‘We. 
we sometimes touch upon when we use buildings were designed and built in a a 
the word ‘order’. span of eight years. The designs, similar » 

— Frank Lloyd Wright, 1930, 1937 to the designs he created at Adler and , “ 
Sullivan, culminated ina style that became y e 4 

Frank Lloyd Wright was an extraordinary knownas “Prairie House” designs, a deri- , 4 y FI 
designer. Wright studied civil engineering vation of the term “Prairie School House.” si 2 

at UW-Madison. Much later, the people of | These houses had the distinctive flavor of re & 
Madison wanted him to design a conven- _ low, sheltering roof lines and a prominent & 

tion center and in 1938, he did. The build- central fireplace. 5 
ing was to be named Monona Terrace, lo- : s 

cated on Lake Monona. Unfortunately, Wright’s career took many emotional / ' . 
plans for the building lay unused until the — blows after the successes at his firm. He y c 

early 1990’s, when a group of citizens de- _ fathered five children, and in 1909, his wife @ = 

cided it was time to take action. The final suddenly left, taking their children with = 8 
project will be completed on July 1, 1997, her to Germany. This caused Wright much 3 
just in time for the Fourth of July celebra- pain and sorrow. He eventually took a Frank Lloyd Wright studied civil 
tion. lover, the wife of a former client, for two engineering at UW-Madison. 

years (1912-1914). After which, Wright 

Wright led an intriguing life as an archi- married two more times. as a good architect growing, Wright took 

tect. Wright started his career in Chicago, / a to designing many larger projects, includ- 

in 1887, as a draftsman for the firm of Adler With his firm in hand and his reputation ing the Imperial Hotel in Tokyo. In 1932, 

. — Wright aquired thirty apprentices, who 
_ : i helped him become more organized and 

: _ _ . 7 a : prolific in his designs. 

Ds ee oT tes Aces 
[ : ae blak Di : —_ the GI Bill allowed more students to go to 

al = — cae = i | school, which allowed him to take on more 
PF apprentices. After the war, and until the 

| , aa end of his life, Wright received 270 house 

| =| commissions. He also designed and built 

baa ~|® the Price Tower Skyscraper in Oklahoma, 

: = |8 the Guggenheim Museum in New York 

eee a 2 and the Marin County Civic Center in Cali- 

Le sae — > fornia. Wright worked until his death in 

| Vs 3 = 1959, when he was 92 years old. 
& 

= PE a aan ascitic ph z Perhaps the most well known of Wright's 
— Mere ee a ee : buildings is the “Falling Water” house in 

; eee ee 8 Bear Run, Pennsylvania. The house is sur- 
= aie. | 8 rounded bya dense forest, large rocks and 

The SC Johnson Wax Administration Building, which opened on April 22, 1939. | See Wright on page 16 
eee 
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HSPORY _4sYTNHH SHH HH 

a Noe RCNA i teal Prrdd tanya AL QUO SIMA Aer HTT TTT 
gid INCAS li ms / MEET TT 

Sy. AE NL i” ON thy | ryt dd ee SAN ey ts NE ee i] Tid s . . \ fio i J i 
oe. a oN] We AOR ATT a bow <4 We \ fied © Seti ili 

ae dosent BR i ee <a Dea | | 
: ie I cet TE continued from ice | || | 

Pr: il 

page 9 a ae 
dh HITE = itis _ hil} iie 4 ViTTti yds =e MTT tds 

: HTT TTT fa oe 7 il HELL LLG (7 ef) | TT} TH 
moO 
| nl r | LL i= -L| The Robert Liewellyn Wri is i poet lyn Wright House (1953), Bethesda, Maryland. This is the 
| ro i fuel feck PUNT IIE IT home that Wright designed for his youngest son and daughter-in-law. 
UF ul en Lt HH outside of the building is formed by long with strife and triumph, in giving us his 

- I e il 1 Li concrete horizontal surfaces with win- view of the world. Having attended the 
ne i | | il Ey HW ||. dows mixed throughout. The exterior cre- College of Engineering at UW-Madison, 

Lell is i | 9/8 ates a feeling of blending with nature. Wright should be regarded as a yard-stick We / | 4 a S 8 8 iS yi 
| i. } i 4 | Lid als to measure ourselves by. Hopefully, his 
At ie PA | 4 I. 98 However, once one steps inside the S.C. design of the Monona Terrace will show 

We abl [| al . || § Johnson Wax building, things begin tolook _ his true genius and will strengthen pride 
Hl | i ee] 1 | on | Ne odd. The roof beams are round. They seem in our community. 

nd so 3 to be very small at the bottom and to get 
A detail of the playroom windows is wider until they explode into giant circles Author Bio: Rob Nelson is a busy electri- The FLW Home and Studio (1889-98), a ae : - ; i Oak Park, Illinois at the ceiling. Lighting for the room ap- cal engineering senior. Some day he'll 

, , pears to be haphazardly placed inthe open open an engineering company and call it 
a stream. What makes the house special is spaces between the beams. The design “Cyclops Engineering;” its motto will be P P. 8 
the way it blends in with the forest and gives the impression that the beams can- “We've got our eye on you.” 
water around it. The house is integrated not support the ceiling. In contrast to the 
with a waterfall, and strong horizontal, simplistic exterior, the interior of the build- 
sheltering roof lines accentuate the broad __ ing is overwhelming. 
rocks below. Inside the house, a large fire- 
place gives a friendly appearance, and _ Unlike the previously mentioned designs, 4 
windows offer a beautiful view of the foli- Wright will never see the completion of S 
$A Monona Terrace. The building will have a 

gentle, bow-like appearance. The conven- 
This structure is hoped to _ tion center will be on the shore of Lake WE SPECIALIZE IN: 

Monona with the Capital building in the Custéey CaorCamndad (Newseted 
enhance the beauty of background. Once it is completed, the fa- ant es Fas, eee 
Madison, while being a cility will have five floors and 250 thou- Manuals Toate cca 

world-class mecca for meet- _ sand square feet of space. A 100 thousand anceps tae 
: square foot garden on the roof will accom- We have o wide variety of colored paper, 
ings and cultural events. modate family picnics and outdoor events Sevpoes wets: Heat ond tenis 

such as concerts. In addition, a 560 space HOURS 
parking facility will be built. The total cost Monday-Thursdoy 7:30-9:00 

age surrounding the building. Overall, the _ will be 67 million dollars. This structure is fonrag isos 
house generates a feeling of being in touch hoped to enhance the beauty of Madison, Sunday 12:00-5:00 
with nature. while being a world-class mecca for meet- Free Pick-Up ond Delivery 

ings and cultural events. 
Another of Wright's great buildings is the 251-2936 
S.C. Johnson Wax building in Milwaukee, Wright's designs were revolutionary in his FAX # 608-251-4279 

Wisconsin. The inside and outside of this time, as they are in ours. Wright was a 1314 West Johnson Street 
building seem to contrast each other. The gifted person who spent many years, filled (tn Randall Tower) 

——— —————————— 
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i FACULTY PROFILE 

Prof Michael Smith ft roressor WMicnael oml 
3 

ai = so . 

ol Instructing, Advising and Ergonomics 
a c 

& 

8 
owing classes if Professor Smith’s style _ flicted with allergy symptoms. The third 

By Sara Vail appeals to you. He teaches several under- _ research project involves using engineering, 

graduate classes in the Human Factors area __ principles to help inner city residents with 

here is no doubt in my mind thatev- involving basic human factors, safety, and economic opportunities such as, the devel- 

| eryone in Industrial Engineering(IE) job design. Professor Smith also teaches the _ opment of new jobs and businesses, pur- 

has heard of Professor Michael TE introduction course because he wants “to chasing homes, and improving schools. 

Smith. He is involved in many aspects of let engineering students know how great There is no formal funding for this project 

the College of Engineering at UW - Madi- this discipline of IE is.” This coming fall he _ but it has been supported by contributions 

son. Professor Smith was a student here — will bejointly teaching Engineering Profes- and gifts from individuals, as well as, the 

where he earned his BA, MA, and PhD. He sional Development (EPD) 160, which is de- combined efforts of several neighborhood 

is now a full time professor, a researcher, signed to introduce first and second year _ groups in Milwaukee. 

one of two advisors for the Madison Chap- students to engineering early in their ca- 

ter of the Society of Women Engineers __reers. He also teaches graduate seminars —_ Professor Smith decided to focus on the area 

(SWE), and a Department Chair forIE.Pro- that deal with ergonomics, production li- of human factors because his educational 

fessor Smith sums up his confidence in UW ability, organizational management, and __ training was in Human Factors Psychology 

- Madison in the following statement, “As — quality management. and his job at NIOSH allowed him to focus 

a department chair I get to see where the on aspects of Human Factors Engineering. 

department and college are headed in the Before returning to UW - Madison (where _ The research and courses involving the area 

next several years. I think we have many _ he hopes to be for the remainder of his ca-_ of human factors at the UW - Madison has 

challenges, but we are up to the task of meet- reer), Michael Smith worked for the Depart- _ been increasing over the past several years. 

ing them. The faculty are exceptional. The ment of Industry & Labor and for the gov-_ In Professor Smith opinion, “This (UW - 

students are top quality.Our supporters are — ernment where he was in charge of a well Madison) is a great place to be if you are 

many. I see a bright future for engineering known research labratory which studied _ interested in teaching or learning about 

students, and in particular Industrial Engi- human factors and ergonomics issues of Human Factors Engineeri 1g.” Michael 

neering students.” occupational safety and health. Each of his Smith says that the students § een to be very 

three “real” jobs provided him “with a excited about this,area because it int grates 

Michael Smith has lived in Madison for unique opportunity to do something inter-_ elements of engineering with psychol BY, 

most of his life. He attended Madison East _ esting and new, each had intellectual chal- sociology, and business management. 

High School, the UW - Madison, continued —_ lenge, and each allowed [him] to make a es ie | 

here as a teaching assistant for two years, contribution to society. What could be bet- When asked what his definition of a good 

and came back to aid the rest of us in our ter? He was also a part time instructor at student was Professor Smith re plied, “ea- 

educational endeavors asa full time teacher. three universities. His return to Madison _ ger to learn, inquisitive, ‘ready Cn 

Professor Smith enjoys teaching because it allowed him to expand his previous work — discuss concepts, hard we fi <ing, good in- 

gives him the “opportunity to presentideas, into new areas. teractive skills, ‘deny Ht ee 

to debate, to excite, to build confidence, to wrong.” His defintion of a good engineer is 

challenge.” Professor Smith isa very popu- Right now Professor Smith is working on “someone who knows how to analyze prob- 

lar teacher. He has built a very prestigious three important research projects. Eachone _ lems, develop poodle 

name foir himself through his ability tocre-_ is very unique. The first is a study of engi- to design principles to builc | the solution. 

ate a joy for learning in students. This isa neering controls and organizational man- An engineer must hold public safety fore- 

result of his attitude toward his students. agement procedures with the goal of reduc-__ most in developing solutions.” 

He sincerely enjoys his job and that is obvi- ing carpal tunnel syndrome in computer ts _. : 

ous in his classrooms. He strives to treathis users at a catalogue retail industry. The re-_ When asked what his greatest and most re- 

students as professionals; meaning he is search for that project is funded by the warding accomplishment was he replied, 

constantly asking them to meet challenges National Institiute for Occupational Safety “helping my wife raise two wonderful 

rather than spoon feeding them ideas. This &Health(NIOSH), as well as, Steelcase Inc. daughters who will both be graduating 

generates respect in students. They really and Details Inc. The second project is from the UW this spring. They are fantastic 

enjoy seeing classroom studies applied to funded by Shering - Plough Pharmaceuti- women. While students will be a legacy of 

real world situations. That creates more of _ cals and entails an examination of the ef- knowledge, my daughters will be a legacy 

a desire to discover a solution and tricks stu- fects of allergies on employee productivity _ of family. Both are very important to me, 

dents into loving to learn. and the benefits of prescription drugs, as__ but my family is most important.” 

well as, over the counter drugs to help em- Be ee 

You may want to look into some of the fol-_ ployees work more efficiently when af- eo ‘ 
a 
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The Wisconsin Society of 
Professional Engineers 

By Roger Bindl NSPE in May, 1944. Today, there are 1,500 dents need extras like professional mem- 
members in nine chapters throughout the berships, contacts and volunteer work to 

II the best ideas come from Wis- state. land jobs. 
Ame surmised Mary (Mel) 

Mitchell, Executive Director for The objective for WSPE and NSPE is to “The Society is good for networking,” 
the Wisconsin Society of Professional En- promote excellence in engineering through — Arendt added. “It gives an overall look at 
gineers (WSPE). She is talking about a pro- advocacy, education and networking. Both _ engineering.” Membership is only one of 
gram that started at WSPE before becom- groups achieve this by maintaining a _ the extras that help students get jobs. The 
ing national, the Annual Governor’s New _ strong focus on licensing and legislative Society also provides a platform for mak- 
Product Award. issues, providing workshops and profes- _ ing professional contacts and gaining ex- 

sional development courses and offering posure through volunteer work. 
Twenty-eighth Annual Governor’s New a means for meeting other engineers. 
Product Award Nelmark agrees with Arendt. “Companies 
The Annual Governor’s New Product “WSPE is member driven,” explained are concerned about motivation,” he said. 
Award is a major program for WSPE. In Mitchell. One staff person coordinates the The best way to demonstrate motivation 
1969, Jack Nelmark, a member of WSPE, various activities, so many volunteers are __ is by being active. Nelmark also stressed 
and a group of associates were looking for needed to run programs, speak to students __ electives, explaining that new employees 
ways to award engineering disciplines, and provide training. Monthly meetings — often can’t write a proper report. Students 
and ideas to “beef need those elec- 
up membership.” Sa tives to improve 
They came up | 1 ay ‘ themselves. 
with the | . = | é 
Governor’s New |] i= Three hundred 
Product Award. I a « . student mem- 
Nelmark’s pro- |] ae. i Po cals bers are cur- 
gram was |] . — » ae et rently involved 
adopted by the |] eet . a y _ a re with WSPE. “For 
National Society i C ‘ y a whore 4 — only ten dollars, 
of Professional [IR 8% a { ' a the annual dues, 
Engineers(NSPE) |F iu f { € | , _. & a student re- 
in 1978. This ree | 7. ae f ( * i — . ceives the maga- 
sulted in both a Ly c | a | is ae : Po. 5 zine, publica- 
state and a na- —<——— = - ~ - = ® tions and can at- tional award Senator Herb Kohl poses with Mathcount participants. tend meetings,” 
competition. Wis- Mel Mitchell 
consin wins about one out of every three typically include tours of manufacturing — said, “It’s a great opportunity to network, 
national competitions. Mitchell explained, or construction sites and guest speakers. meet engineers and meet potential em- 
“The awards aren’ t just for the best ideas.” “Engineers get a high degree of respect ployers.” 
To win, the products must be useful, mar- _ with having a degree and certification in 
ketable, create jobs and sell. engineering,” Mitchell says. She views Allen Wortley sees WSPE as a valuable or- 

engineering as a “wonderful discipline” ganization for students to participate in. 
This year’s awards banquet will be held and believes people, “...can do so much Wortley is an active member in WSPE and 
in Green Bay on May 16. Between 500 and___ with an engineering background... sales, | NSPE, anactive supporter of several other 
600 people are expected to attend the ban- engineering, management.” engineering groups and a professor at the 
quet. UW-Madison College of Engineering. He 

An Opportunity for Students feels the Society plays an important role 
The Society Students need more than just the degree. in emphasizing professional responsibili- 
WSPE got its roots from the Engineering “It isn’t like it use to be,” explained Norm _ ties, ethics, education and legislative ef- 
Society of Wisconsin, which was organized Arendt, President-Elect of the Southwest — forts in engineering. 
in February, 1909. WSPE was inducted into Chapter of WSPE. He believes that stu- 

eee 
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Mathcounts ing students to earn third place. ’ web site 

“Mathcounts gives recognition to math Engineers’ Foundation of Wisconsin / 2 Q > 2 & 

and science students ina society where so The Engineers’ Foundation of Wisconsin ggsss 3 3 

much recognition goes to athletes,” (EFW) program offers scholarships to high mq 1 &— & & 
Mitchell stated. school and college students pursuing en- ® 4 % ® ° 

gineering degrees. These include the Col- ry check it out Q 
. ‘ id é 

Mathcounts is a math and science compe- lege Freshman Scholarship, College Senior ni 

tition for seventh and eighth graders. State or Graduate Student Scholarship, Past oe @ w w fw ~w 
teams and individual students from 7,500 President Scholarship, Charles H. Bennet @M @ 0 ()) @ @ 
schools compete to qualify for the national Memorial Scholarship and Michael Odill ° ° ° ° ° ° 
championship in Washington, D.C. Memorial Scholarship. 

P P 6 The foundation was formed in 1982. It is s = = = = = 
funded by contributions from members, . 7 }: }: - 4 

businesses, individuals, endowments, a -H 
‘Mathcounts gives recogni- _ trusts, bequests and other panne giving. HNnnnaADN 

. : From the time it was created, EF as 

tion to math and Science provided over 28 thousand dollars to 45 Q Q Q Q Q Q 
students in a society where students. °o e« © © e« e 
so much recognition goes to 

= otael 9 Publications & Information 0 M1 

For additional information on WSPE see: Q. Q. Q. Qu Qu Q. 

www.nspe.org and www.wspe.org. G G G G G G 

Competition for this year started back in Members receive The Wisconsin Professional ~N ~~ ~_N ~ ~~ ~~ 

February. Wisconsin has 140 middle Engineer magazine, published eight times 
schools competing. The nine WSPE chap- Per year, and The Wisconsin Professional 2 2 2 2 2 2 

ters held area competitions. Four students Engineer Directory. 
from each school in the chapters’ area ad- ; <= = <= <= = = 

vanced to the state competition. Statecom- _ WSPEis located at 6601 Grand Teton Plaza, } 7 [j ‘ - R . a " " 
petition was held on March 15th. The win-_ Madison, WI. 53719. Voice mail: 608-833- 
ners advance to the national competition 3364 — or 608-833-8864. — E-mail: n n a n n n 
on May 9th. wspel@aol.com Q Q G 0 0 0 

Last year, a student from Wisconsin placed Author Bio: Roger Bindl consults, writes @ @ ry 5 5 5 
third at the national competition. Po-Shen and pairs with his wife in politics. He has 2 2 
Lo, aneighth grader from Madison, scored Worked extensively in Telecommunications QO Q WQ Q Q a 

higher than 300 thousand other compet- Engineering and with Computer Commu- K K 
nications since 1975. K K K BK 

. g Gl: 

Madison's Five Star Hotel 

cS SE @ Convenient Campus Location 
eo il a ag 

f) HOWARD JOHNSON, FF Conference Rates 
a eo 

Sea ii a @ Plaza Cafe / Lounge 

¢ Indoor Pool / Whirlpool 
Howard Johnson Plaza-Hotel ; Ps 

525 West Johnson Street ¢ Madison, 53703 ¢ Complimentary Parking 
(608) 251-5511 « 1-800-654-2000 

i 
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By Jim Feldman Seng ES ec ae a oo g 

eS at aa 3 
\ clear disregard of legislative Old Science Hall after the December 1884 fire. 

intent and a monstrous 
perversion of the spirit of the — tomake the building completely fireproof. iron and cast iron. The standard metal for 

law.” These bitter words were the state’s The original plans were for a style called building in 1885 was either cast iron or 
response to the University Regent’s — mill construction slow burn. Conover was wrought iron. Some sources referred to 
method of replacing the first Science Hall. determined to change “slow burn” to “no Science Hall’s metal as steel, but this was 
That building had housed all the science burn.” He changed wooden framing often discounted as confusion because 
and engineering departments, a museum members to metal and wooden floors and __ steel, at that time, was a new construction 
and an art gallery. When it was destroyed _ walls to tile. Near the end of the project, material. 
by an engineering forge fire in 1884, the Conover told a reporter, ”...there isn’t 
University replaced it with four buildings: enough wood in this building to make a The History of Iron and Steel in Building 
the main Science Hall, a chemistry match.” These modifications led to serious _ Iron was introduced as a building material 
building, a shop building and a heating _ time and cost overruns, which led to the _ in the late 1700s in England and in the early 
plant. Only Science Hall and the heating appointment of a legislative committee of _ 1800s in America. For large buildings in 
plant (Radio Hall) now remain. Because _ investigation. The committee’s report led _ the 1800s, the common configuration was 
of the subsequent destruction of other _ to the fierce denunciation of Science Hall _ masonry walls, cast iron columns and cast 
early steel buildings, Science Hall is now quoted above. iron or wrought iron beams. Most writers 
the oldest building in the world to use assumed that this standard method was 
significant amounts of steel in its frame. In the century that has passed since _ the configuration of Science Hall. Only in 

Conover changed Science Hall’s frame the 1850s, with the development of the 
The designer of Science Hall, Professor from wood to metal, the nature of the Bessemer process did steel become a low 

Alan Conover, modified the original plans _ metal has been described as steel, wrought cost, mass produced material. The first 
recorded uses of steel in construction are 
the Statue of Liberty (1884) and the 
Chicago Home Insurance Building (1885). 

ms New Research into Science Hall 
fl Inan effort to resolve the question of what 
oe j A materials make up Science Hall, I obtained 

ie /\ yo permission from the University Physical 
Fal , Le , » Plant to cut samples from the roof rafters 
aie Es -. ay 2 and floor joists for metallurgical analysis. I 7 (@\ HA. Bian : . 

‘ Ue 4 oa < This analysis was performed in the fall of 

a A 2 i e 1996, by senior metallurgical engineering 

a 4 U r os i 2 student, Shawn Rediske, and his professor, 

ht Ag fl et ar if] 2 Dr. Carl Loper. It shows that the steel in 
i } ob ee #2 Science Hall’s attic beams is very low in 

| ys FY ih) = carbon (~.1-.15%) and hot rolled from the 
ae a nL. : @ Carnegie Co. The floor joists area slightly 

_ 8 higher carbon content (~.4-.45) from the J. 
AS a si eae ee 2 Walker foundry. (The names of the 

; a, if uh ae i | \ BR, E 2 foundries were found from the financial 
ee ob) ee | 8 record of the project, not from the 
(ae 5 analysis). 

be ee ee ee & In an effort to determine what kind of 
Science Hall in 1890 just after completion. Note the wooden sidewalks across —_ metal was used in the vertical supports, 
the unpaved Observatory Drive and Park Street. Observatory Drive is at the 
camera’s right. 
— 
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the physical plant workers and I drilled — Science Hall, where all the 
the building’s columns to their centers. No steel below the attic, 
material except brick was found. Science which didn’t really need ' 
Hall has no metal in its vertical members. jt, is covered with a layer ni 

of hollow tile. 
Science Hall’s Place in History Fad Fie neg 
Science Hall became the oldest building in After the building was 
the world to use significant amounts of completed in 1888, the A ay Tele 
steel in its frame when the Chicago Home Regents, perhaps NR ie 4 
Insurance Building was demolished remembering the scathing 
around 1930. (The Statue of Liberty isnot attack by the legislature, 
considered a building.) Science Hall referred to the new 
cannot be called the oldest steel-framed building as a, ”...living 4 G 
building outright because, as shown, the monument to the wisdom ie | { A Eee Eh 
_ —__ and courage of the | ‘a + i 

- Regents.” : “... there isn’t enough wood : ] 
in this building to make a __ Science Hall Today eae | | el 

match” An exploration of the Ba | ae a tt z 
building is an entertaining s : _———_ way to spend an hour on 

vertical supports of the building are not campus. Notice the steel 5 
steel but solid masonry. This use of beams visible in the _ & 
masonry instead of steel reflects the fact central tower above the . a a 
that there was not a space crunch for the fourth floor, the ne 2 
building. Steel columns would have _ generations of students’ — aaa | 2 
allowed a smaller footprint, but there was names carved and ‘a % \ | % 
plenty of room on the site fora masonry chalked on dangerously - ‘a 2 
supported building. high spots on the walls, ™" ° 

the massive polished Science Hall is still standing tall in 1997. 
The properties of steel were not clearly “piston columns” that 
known in 1885, and Professor Conover _ flank the front entrance and the beautiful demolishing it will ensure Science Hall a 
was very cautious with the new material. stained glass window that surmounts it. place on campus for decades to come. 
It was well known that iron was Science Hall has been shown to have a Author Bio: Jim Feldman’s book, The 
susceptible to collapse ina fire, and good _ special place, not only in the history of the — Buildings of the University of Wisconsin, 
practice dictated that iron members were | UW-Madison campus butin the history of _ will be published this spring. He wishes to 
wrapped with tile to protect them incase modern building. Its continuing thank Physical plant employees Mike 
of fire. Conover used this technique in usefulness as well as the expense of | Franke and Steve Harmon for all the help. 

a AMiccorwcwecans MM M@ - 3 isconsin Engineer 
Rc eae Tale eta oe = 
Learn how a magazine is put together and ‘published o.oo cy 

Have fun! Work as part of a production team to meet publishing: déadlings: :: Saint jane urge ape Boece tue bse Saeateoe 8 ssn fap 
Communicate effectively with a commercial printer. i ee oa cane Be 33 fon oat - ie ean bea0een! ” a en i 

Business operations eee sete EU men vem 
Opportunity to learn marketing an ad sales; promote the magazine and... ox xe os a nate 
be able to show employers that you have real business experience... = 23 208 anton Po 2 Editorial “=~ Signupforthe. 
Writers, Editors, Illustrators, Designers: learn to research, white’and’ ~""°"" ae ak pee owe fae ee Se dine Fhe ne u 
revise documents; show employers that your work has been publisheds s+ sins Wi Sco ns J ni E ng. I neer.. . 

Agreat opportunity tolearn isis today! = =... 
Leam applied computer-assisted publishing, layout and design, 9) 8°. mito at ce : ly: ner Sores tea ae 
digital scanning and photo enhancement. ss ppetnamen oun hit il ow Spee gon d } . 

. - Reo aaa, TIWWW.Cae.wWiSc.edu/~wiscengr “ ‘ For more information, contact; =... ™?" Bienes ee se 
Faculty advisor Steven Zwickel, racemase $e tes diseTu Cie fog Eom 

Rm. 12, General Engineering Bldg. 262-5172 i canon sseenaconns paces ps ae Oe ARS EAE isis wiosion tai ik Sak 

Ems 9h nt bila cn cal lane 3 foe rte Desntaeadognaiog fies eat th 
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ON CAMPUSSH2HyH—— 

Urilet Brings Peace to the 

Sheri oi ea Ww By Sheri Schneider - - RAT . 

uys, are you tired of getting in a e -— ,¢ oper! — vie oo 

trouble for leaving the toilet seat a Mule. — —«~ ce 

? Ladies, are you tired of men 0 Mie = eee 
am Up! Ladies, y e H OC Tt lUGTLUrrr—C—s 

leaving the seat up? Does anyone like oe et Cd ee ee 
a i i i ee  & |. 8 
cleaning that gross place on the toilet | — tf ft 

around the seat hinges? Despair no more, oN. ib. lUlUE a | 

because Ted Van Deburg, the winner of the ‘ } > ~ ee = 7. kL suse 

1997 Schoofs Prize for Creativity, has a so- 2 Le yo 1 ee | eT an | o | 

wen for these age-old dilemmas, the | / . = ao a | = oO 

rilet. ir POOP Mas er 

ae OP eee eS 
Van Deburg’s invention, the Urilet, is a Cee St eee A | 

combined toilet and urinal that looks and ae. oo eprivectearg “ 5 
functions just like a toilet until the seat is -. a : : § 

lifted up. At that time, a hydraulic system  - eee : - @ 

lifts the cover, the seat and the front of the ‘ i a fe Soe, al 4 2 

tank to display a urinal surface. After uri- pee r a oa OL a. : 

nating, the man flushes the Urilet by re- Gees oe Lo a £ 

turning the seat to it’s normal position. [rt .. - lo om 3s 

a ae : 
Van Deburg, a senior in Industrial Engi- -_ oo, . . a . . ° 

neering, came up with the idea after liv- Ted VanDeburg and his award-winning invention the Urilet, a combined toilet 

ing with four guys ina student apartment. and urinal. 
Apparently he was the only one who ever 

cleaned the bathroom. “What we really The Schoofs Prize for Creativity is a con- assistance in the project and the result of 

needed was a urinal!” Said Van Deburg. _ test within the College of Engineering. It _ the collaboration was that Van Deburg did 

Unfortunately, urinals are not used in is sponsored by Mr. Richard J. Schoofs _ the research and design for the Urilet while 

homes because they take up a lot of space, (BSChE ’53) and is administered by the Kohler provided him with the resources 

are unattractive and require additional _ University Technology Enterprise Coop- to make a prototype. According to Van 

plumbing. erative, the College of Engineering’s in- Deburg, “Kohler provided technical infor- 

dustrial entrepreneur outreach organiza- mation and support for the Urilet.” 

The Urilet solves all of these problems. It tion. The purpose of the contest is to en- 

looks exactly like a toilet and has thesame courage innovation and challenge stu- Van Deburg tried to keep the big picture 

dimensions so it does not require addi- dents to organize and present their ideas. in mind while designing the Urilet. “The 

tional space. It does not need special first thing I looked into was how to ad- 

plumbing because it functions much like To win the contest, Van Deburg scored the dress the problem,” he said. To do so he 

most points in areas such as: originality, used human factors principles, urination 

patentability, usefulness and probability of | data and computer simulation to deter- 

“What we really needed commercial success. The contest awards mine the dimensions for the combined toi- 

was a urinal!” said Van cash prizes of ten thousand dollars for first let and urinal. Next he determined the 

place, seven thousand dollars for second actual construction and shape of the Urilet 

Deburg place, four thousand dollars for third place by conforming to code requirements. 

and one thousand dollars for fourth place. 

a toilet. Assuming that men will flush After coming up with the basic Urilet de- 

when they are finished, the seat will never | When Van Deburg decided to develop his — sign Van Deburg looked at more specific 

be left up. Since the hinge area that gets idea for the Schoofs contest he was ona requirements. He determined the water 

messy on a traditional toilet is eliminated, cooperative education assignment (co-op) and flushing prerequisites and related 

the Urilet will be much easier tocleanthan at Kohler Company. He pursued Kohler’s them to the necessary performance and 

a traditional toilet. 
El 
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fixture design. Then, he determined the 

technical mechanisms for the seat opera- 
tion. When the design was complete, a 
foam prototype was molded and glazed 
to look like an actual porcelain Urilet. 

According to Van Deburg, “The Urilet OUST AS q Pare M 
would most likely be in the high-end and IVA OD) DN), 

luxury toilet markets.” It would retail for SUBS Ly ‘ | by 

approximately 800 dollars depending on BETTER BREAD. BETTER SUBS.” SLE ps eos 

volume, distribution and design details Cc x S 2, 

determined by the manufacturer. At this ousins Hours ° = 

time there is no information about the West Campus M-Thurs: 8:00-8:00 

Urilet being produced by Kohler or any cae Ave ee ene 
ing a 7 x at: &: <I other plumbing manufacturer. Fax 260-0770 Sunt B:00s4:00 

The Urilet adds a whole new twist to the 
toilet industry. Until now, the actual de- 

sign of a toilet has not changed much since ; 

Mr. Thomas J. Crapper’s design in the Princeton House 

1880s. Since then,-men.and women have The Residence Hall That Suits Your Style... 
had countless bathroom arguments. The S . ished 

Urilet will eliminate many of these argu- pacious, fur mS rooms 

ments because as Ted Van Deburg puts it, Comfortable, friendly atmosphere 

The way men urinate is no! going to Flexible meal plans available 
change. So I say, change the toilet! G R Fitn Center 

ames Koom, rithess Cen 

Additional information about the Schoofs Computer Lab and Free Tutors!!! 

Contest for Creativity can be found at 
www.engr.wisc.edu/students/brainstorm 

or by emailing brainstorm@engr.wisc.edu. Only 2 blocks from Engineering School 

1815 University Avenue 
Author Bio: Sheri Schneider, a senior in 608-231-2712 
industrial engineering, hates it when the . " J 

seat is left up and can’t wait to have a Urilet 1-800-833-6099 

in her home. Call Today for Your Free Brochure 

From The Home Office in mb 

Madison, Wisconsin... Reme e r 

Top 10 Ri Pi H 

10., Furnished suites give you the privacy to visit the 
you want, and the space you need. You Do Have A 

9. ay ame en ae ie Hot your Choice! W ‘ sconsin 

wal . 1 

Fete oy it cntalle fousskesorge | come and see what UW Students j 
maintenance serdcesl | have known for over 30 years- || Fn GlnOet 

7. Our fitness center gi 6 "Freshman ; . 
15" a whole new meaning! Come to live in Madison, but 

6. Need answers? Our 24 hour service COME TO LIFE! At The Towers! 
desk has them! a 

S vor eee wi Call us today for more Information at ' 

4. Don'twant to shower with 50 of your 1-800-ON-BUCKY | Or stop in ANYTIME for | | EAU” PO 9 7 
closest friends? Try our private baths! complete tour! 

3, Our DINE ANYTIME food service means = - 

cold pizza breakfasts are a thing of the 7A 

past. tite tobbene : 
2. You shop, eat and study on State GOL Su 

Street. See why living there is just too 502 N Frances &. + Madson. WI 53703 * Phone (608) 257.070! ew @ 

coll EXP*” 97 

1, Becavo you haw cio “Not Stereotypes Soe we 
LJ» 

a 
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o you think you have computer problems _ 8, Yet another Dell customer called to complain that his 
from time to time? We would be willing to keyboard no longer worked. He had cleaned it by filling 
bet that the average UW-Madison engi- UP his tub with soap and water and soaking the keyboard 

neering student’s problems are nothing com- a Teniaving all the Keysatid sashing them 
pared to the ones below. Check out the follow- * 

ing excerpts from a Wall Street Journal article by 9. A Dell technician received a call from a customer who 
Jim Carlton. was enraged because his computer had told him he was 

“bad and an invalid.” The tech explained that the 

1. Compaq is considering changing the command “Press computer’s, “bad command” and “invalid,” responses 
Any Key” to “Press Return Key” because of the flood of _shouldn’t be taken personally. 
calls asking where the “Any” key is. 

10. An exasperated caller to Dell Computer Technical Sup- 
2. AST technical support had a caller complaining that her port couldn’t get her new Dell Computer to turn on. After 
mouse was hard to control with the dust cover on. The ensuring the computer was plugged in, the technician 
cover turned out to be the plastic bag the mouse was pack-_ asked her what happened when she pushed the power 
aged in. button. Her response, “I pushed and pushed on this foot 

pedal and nothing happens.” The “foot pedal” turned out 

3. A Compaq technician received a call from aman com-__ to be the computer’s mouse. 
plaining that the system wouldn’t read word processing 

files from his old diskettes. After trouble- shooting for 11. Another customer called Compaq technical support to 
magnets and heat failed to diagnose the problem, it was Say her brand-new computer wouldn’t work. She said she 
found that the customer labeled the diskettes then rolled unpacked the unit, plugged it in, and sat there for 20 min- 
them into the typewriter to type the labels. utes waiting for something to happen. When asked what 

happened when she pressed the power switch, she asked, 
4. An AST customer was asked to send a copy of her de- “What power switch?” 

fective diskettes. A few days later a letter arrived from the 

customer along with Xeroxed copies of the floppies. 12. True story from a Novell NetWire Systems Operator: 

5. A Dell technician advised his customer to put his Caller: “Hello, is this Technical Support?” 
troubled floppy back in the drive and close the door. The Tech: “Yes, it is. How may I help you?” 
customer asked the technician to hold on, and was heard Caller: “The cup holder on my PC is broken, and I am 
putting the phone down getting up and crossing the room — within my warranty period. How do I go about getting 
to close the door to his room. that fixed?” 

Tech: “I’m sorry, but did you say a cup holder?” 

6. Another Dell customer called to say he couldn’t get his Caller: “Yes, it’s attached to the front of my computer.” 

computer to fax anything. After 40 minutes of trouble- Tech: “Please excuse me if I seem a bit stumped, It’s be- 
shooting, the technician discovered the man was trying to cause I am. Did you receive this as part of a promotional, 
fax a piece of paper by holding it in front of the monitor ata trade show? How did you get this cup holder? Does it 
screen and hitting the “send” key. have any trademark on it?” 

Caller: “It came with my computer, I don’t know anything 
7. A different Dell customer needed help setting up anew about a promotional. It just has ‘4X’ on it.” 
program, so a Dell technician suggested he go to the local 
Egghead. “Yeah, I got me a couple of friends,” the cus- At this point the Technical Representative had to mute the 
tomer replied. When told Egghead was a software store, caller, because he was laughing so hard. The caller had 
the man said, “Oh, I thought you meant for me to find a been using the load drawer of the CD-ROM drive as a cup 
couple of geeks.” holder and had snapped it off the drive!” 

ee
e 
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QO. Graduating? What next? 

A. Put your Engineering Degree to work 

in a technical sales career with Power/mation! 

e 

Power/mation: 

| Automation Technology Since 1961 

With offices located throughout the Midwest, we offer the best technical sales 

opportunities for the new graduate! 

We offer one of the best comprehensive training programs designed specifically for you. 

Our program includes... 

Product Training 
Attend a variety of factory schools and vendor training seminars. 

Work with several of our primary manufacturers and their application engineering staff. 

Learn the skills necessary for application problem solving. 

Business Operation Overview 
Understand the automation distribution industry and how the overall business operates. 

Spend time working in each operation area. 

Sales Development Training 
Utilize our mentoring system with our experienced sales representatives. 

Learn the basics of sales call planning, customer needs analysis, quote preparation and 

account management. 

Explore an opportunity to realize your goals and achieve financial rewards! 

For more information send your resume with an introductory letter to: 

Power/mation division, inc.® 
W238 N1690 Rockwood Drive 

Waukesha, WI 53188 

Susan Muenter 

800/242-2060
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